What you should be aware of is ….
Way back in ’49 twin boys were born within a week of each other,
3000 miles apart. They were so much alike, although they never
knew it at the time … ginger hair and a beard! After decades of
shuffling around this world they finally met up again through the
net-waves and realised that they were meant to be a musical cooperative.
We have the older twin, who spent time as a ‘real’ singer but had a
very serious illness from which he is only now recovering enough
to ‘find’ his voice again, and we have the ‘other’ who never had
the confidence to sing but abused his vocal chords from an early
age with tobacco and liquor and, now reformed, is desperately
trying to nurture a discrete octave and a half vocal range.
This process of discovery and re-evaluation is proving to be long
and hard but the brothers are determined to overcome their
problems and unite themselves to be the superstars of the next
decade.
They are currently working, thanks to the constructive criticisms
and comments of this forum, on their first album … The Elderly
Brothers Ride Again.

Kevin Parks, January 2009.

Across the Waves
James: (melody comp) acoustic guitars, bass
Kevin: electric Strat, final mix
This piece was completed rather quickly in Jan/Feb 2009.
I had the basis of the tune running around in my head for
a couple of years. I had tried a few versions of it on my
own and was never satisfied. I sent a demo ‘across the
waves’ to Kevin and within a couple of days the whole
structure of the piece was changed … by his magic
‘liquidsilver’ Strat.
Lost My Mind
Kevin: (music and lyrics) drums,
electric guitar, final mix.
James: (arrangement) acoustic guitar,
dobro, bass, vocals.
December 2009/January 2010. KaraMoon quarterly review, topic … Lost.
This was our very last ‘official’ song
together.
Kevin sent me a backing track and a
set of lyrics. He really wanted to sing
this one, but was totally unable to at
that time. I only accepted the job
under his strict guidance and did it
exactly as he asked. I structured the
acoustic instrumentation around his
wonderful ‘liquidsilver’ Strat. This is,
to me, his trademark sound.

Fire Underground
Kevin: (music and lyrics) ‘liquidsilver’ Strat, vocals, final mix.
James: bass, electric guitars.
A song that Kevin came up with and had tried various
versions of but was never quite happy with it. He asked if I
would add a bass and a lead guitar to give more emphasis to
the story.

Africa
Kevin: (background comp) Drums, electric guitar, synth, final
mix.
James: (melody comp) electric guitars
July 2009. This was composed for a Kara-Moon quarterly
review with the topic of ‘Africa’.
Kevin kicked this off with the percussion track, which we
played with for a while until we found a timing which would
suit this "musical discussion on African roots in Blues music".
Back in Town
Kevin: (lyrics, percs) ‘pots/n/pans’
percussion, standard and ‘electrobass’ kazoo, electric guitar, vocals,
sound effects, final mix.
James: (background comp) acoustic
guitar, bass, vocals.
January 2009. This ‘oddity was for a
KVR contest where the theme was

…. plus … for extra points
should include a Kazoo, or two !!

Broken Drum
Kevin: (lyrics, background comp) Synths, vocals, final mix.
James: ( melody) bass, vocals
September 2008
For this Kara-Moon contest we were given a drum loop and told
to ‘make something from it’.
My first thought, which I sent to Kevin was:

He replied:
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Remembering Mr. Guitar
Kevin: (arrangement) drums, electric
guitar, harmonica, final mix.
James: acoustic guitars.
September 2009, KVR contest, theme
‘Those That Have Gone Before Us’,
honouring the great musical mind(s)
that are no longer with us.
We both had always had a soft spot for
the virtuoso guitar playing of Chet
Atkins so Kevin dug around and came
up this combination of Streets of Laredo
and Jesu Joy of Mans Desire.
Is it Still Rock
Kevin: (music bed, lyrics) drums, rhythm guitars, effects, final mix.
James: (extras) bass, electric guitars, vocals.
October 2008. KVR contest theme … RockTober.
Kevin just dumped this backing track on me, added a whole bunch
of sharp lyrics and said … do what you can, brother …. So I did!

Elderly Waltz
Kevin: (background comp) drums, electric
guitar, harmonica, vocals.
James: (lyrics) acoustic guitars, bass,
mandolin, fiddle, vocals.
May 2009. KVR contest theme of 3/4 time
We posted this as :

Campaign for Real Audio Production
(CRAP)

The Man in the Iron Mask
Kevin: (music and lyrics) drums, synths, guitar fills, vocal,
final mix.
James: electric lead guitar, vocals.
November 2008, KVR contest theme :

A bit of research gave Kevin the Man in the Iron Mask story …
we just took it from there !
Broken Hip-Hop
Kevin: (background comp) Drums, synths, electric guitar.
James: (lyrics) Vocals, final mix.
August 2008. KVR contest theme was *blank*-Hop

I was going to give up on this theme until Kevin sent me a very
‘tongue-in-cheek’ backing track and asked me to come up with a
lyric which would befit ‘us elderlies’… we had quite a laugh out of
this one!
Spanish Cloak
Kevin: acoustic guitar, harmonica,
synth (StringZ)
James: (arrangement) bouzouki,
penny-whistle, acoustic bass, bodhran,
final mix.
February 2009, KVR contest, theme
‘Dynamics’.
For a long while we had been trying to
find an excuse (and some time) to do
some traditional Irish music. We
decided to arrange this traditional
tune in a ‘dynamic’ fashion, starting
off with just the quiet instruments
then building up to a bit of a
crescendo. It was a refreshing change
to get Kevin back to acoustic guitar
and harmonica.

I Love to Hate my Computer
Kevin: (music and lyrics) electric guitar, vocals, final mix.
James: acoustic guitars, bass.
September 2008.
When there was a European get-together planned for Kara-Moon
forum members Kevin got a bit upset that he would not be able to
travel from the USA to join in. His reaction was to write this song,
to send on to the meeting, to make everyone feel as if he were there
in person.
As it happened the meet did not work out as it was planned so asked
me to join in and make it into a ‘brothers’ song.
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Blue Fingers
Kevin: (lyrics) electric guitar, keyboards,
final mix.
James: (music) drums, guitars, bass,
vocals.
It was so cold in my studio over the winter
months, often dipping to -6, and with no
heating up there.
The studio is in the attic and suffers from
extremes of temperatures winter and
summer.
I told Kevin one day how I was trying to play
guitar with gloves on and ended up with
chilblains on my fingers. He took up this tale
and sent me some lyrics.
This is the tale of 'Blue Fingers'.
Good morning James..
:((
That's too cold, man..I hope the cold spell breaks for you soon.
There must be a "Cold" song in there somewhere. :))
I am hoping to have something to send you later on.

:))
Heya..
I think you may be onto something.
Chorus:

Kind of has a ring to it. :))

Dark September
Kevin: (basic comp) Synths, guitar fills, final mix
James: Bass, electric guitars.
September 2008. KVR theme of SAD.
Kevin produced this rather forbidding scenario:

He worked a magical backing track for me to overlay with bass and
guitar.
Upon Reflection
Kevin: (music and lyrics) electric guitar, drums, final mix.
James: (lyrics) bass, electric guitar, vocals.
July 2009, KVR contest, theme was to give a musical description of
a photograph (which was of reflected clouds in a lake .. turned
upside down).
This was started off with Kevin making the basic backing track and
an outline of some lyrics. He passed this over to me and I was able
to flesh it out by expanding on the lyrical theme.
I Never Want to Speak to You Again
Kevin: (lyrics) vocals, final mix.
James: (music) acoustic guitars, bass, mandolin, vocals.
January 2009. KVR theme … Resolution.
Kevin’s song lyrics just slipped straight into our adopted style.
Silver Lining
Kevin: (music compo) drums, congas,
‘liquidsilver’ Strat, synths, final mix.
James: penny-whistles
September 2009. This was just for our own
enjoyment. Kevin had been working this
piece until he thought it was finished, but
just couldn’t quite get the overall sound he
was after so he sent it to me. I listened it
through once and that was enough to make
me realise what it made me feel ...... a
contemplative piece with just that solo
whistle ... the whole piece revolving around
the meandering quality of the composition.

Ol’ Red Truck
Kevin: electric guitar effects,
sound effects, ‘truck’, final mix.
James: (music and lyrics)
acoustic bass drums, vocals.
May 2008, KVR contest, theme
‘free-for-all collaboration’.
This was our first official Elderly
Brothers outing. We had such
fun coming up with the various
sounds in this one, Kevin
actually recording his own truck
for the genuine sounds!

Goin’ Down Slow
Kevin: drums, piano, electric guitar fills.
James: (music and lyrics) acoustic guitar, bass, vocals, final mix.
August 2009, KVR contest theme … SLOW, maximum speed 60 bpm.
We decided to play the ‘elderly’ card once again and have a really
restful sit, on that old porch, with a beer !
Skyfire
Kevin: (music and main theme) drums, synths, final mix.
James: (lyrics) electric guitar, vocals.
August 2009. Yet another idea to come across the waves from
Kevin. He had been doing a lot of electronic composition in ‘Reason’.
He posted this piece at Kara-Moon with the lines of the first verse as
his inspiration for the composition. As soon as I heard this the rest
of the lyrics just fell into place so we tried it out as a song. He then
suggested I put in some Les Paul in the style of another piece we had
done some time before. It all sort of fit together without too much
trouble.
Who Would We be Without You
Kevin: (lyrics and outline) drums, ‘liquidsilver’ Strat.
James: (music) acoustic guitars, bass, vocals, final mix.
June 2009, KVR contest theme … Who Are You?
Once again … Kevin came up with the perfect set of lyrics, but was
unable to sing them himself. This happened so often, and really
frustrated him. I knew how limited I was in my vocal ability but was
always happy to be able to get his songs out in the open.

A tribute to Wyatt (Kevin Parks), 1949 - 2010. RIP.
My name is James Fraser, more often known as ‘Off The Wall’ on music
forums, KVR audio and Kara-Moon.com. This compilation is my personal
tribute to my ‘internet friend and brother’ Kevin Parks, more often known
as ‘Wyatt’.
We first ‘met up’ in July of 2007 and seemed to find common ground from
the off. We both had similar tastes and backgrounds in music and art. At
that time I was a relative newcomer to the world of computer recording and
had some world class help from Kevin. We also shared much information
about computer graphics and web design and quickly became firm friends.
It wasn’t long before we realised that many of the influences which were
common to us were because of our particular ‘spot in time’. It transpired
that we were both born, not only in the same year, but with only a week
between us!
As our musical teamwork flourished we found ourselves working more and
more together. We regularly sent each other snippets and sketches of songs
with a view to expanding them or just simply for another opinion. After
working up a couple of real ‘duet’ type songs we thought that this duo
should have a name. We had often referred to the Everly Brothers as an
iconic influence, so when I suggested the ‘Neverly Bros’ ... Kevin came
straight back with ... “Great idea, but more like the ‘Elderly Bros’ .. ha ha!”
That was the end of that story and the beginning of another!
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Toca Congas.
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